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HP Technology Services
Increase the impact of HP ConvergedSystems
for Virtualization
HP Technology Services cover the complete
lifecycle of HP ConvergedSystems for
Virtualization, from strategy to ongoing support.
Technology Services help with planning and
design, enable quick deployment, provide
simplified and proactive support, and facilitate
upgrades and scaling. We deliver a holistic
approach with unique advantages, including
automated monitoring and rapid access to
solution experts, to increase the impact of HP
ConvergedSystems for Virtualization. At the same
time we help you lower costs and respond to
business requirements faster.
Simplified, proactive support results in:
66 percent less unplanned downtime1
43 percent fewer unplanned downtime incidents1
$112,000 USD in total cost savings1

Enhance the outcome of your
virtualization investment
HP has redefined the service experience for the new style of IT,
enabled by HP ConvergedSystems for Virtualization.
Technology Services at every stage of the systems free up
IT-resources from the complexity of technology strategy,
design, deployment, and support, so you get your systems up
and running quickly, prevent problems, resolve issues faster,
and update and upgrade more easily.
Shift IT focus from infrastructure complexities to creating
business value
You want to deploy applications faster. You want to deliver IT capacity to your business and
services to your customers more quickly and easily. And you want a shorter time-to-value for IT
investments. Virtualization is a well-understood technology that can help you increase agility,
reduce costs, and simplify IT management. But virtualization is not ”just another technology.”
Virtualization impacts your entire organization, but it is complex to plan, deploy, and support.
Like many organizations, you may have attempted to overcome complexity through
optimization and standardization. But there’s still much work to be done before reaching a state
of extreme IT efficiency, in terms of resource utilization, management, and cost.

Leading the way—again
HP pioneered converged infrastructure in
2009. Since then, many others have followed.
During the past four years, HP has extended its
lead by delivering the industry’s most modern
portfolio, which includes HP ProLiant Gen8
servers, HP BladeSystem, HP Converged Storage,
HP FlexNetwork, and HP Technology Services,
as well as HP OneView—a fresh approach to
infrastructure management built from the ground
up for convergence.

Taking efficiency to new heights, HP offers an innovative approach to virtualization. We call the
approach HP ConvergedSystems for Virtualization. Fully integrated and workload-optimized,
HP ConvergedSystems for Virtualization are designed to help you harness the full potential
of virtualization. HP ConvergedSystems for Virtualization include everything you need for a
complete virtualization solution—servers, storage, networking, virtualization software, and
technology services—making it easy to procure, manage, scale, and support.
HP Technology Services are an integral part of HP ConvergedSystems for Virtualization,
providing services across the lifecycle of the system to help you enhance the business
outcomes of your virtualization investments.

Take advantage of the new style of IT
We’re with you every step of the way
HP ConvergedSystems for Virtualization are backed by a comprehensive portfolio of leading
technology support and consulting services - from strategy to ongoing support.
HP experts help you design, build, and integrate HP ConvergedSystems for Virtualization into
your environment rapidly and easily, helping you make a correct start and accelerate time-tovalue. We provide you with a single point of accountability for your entire solution support, and
keep your IT environment up-to-date to provide you with a total, simplified system experience.

IDC White Paper Sponsored by HP and Intel®,
“The Business Value of the HP Proactive Insight
Experience,” Doc# 239199, March 2013.
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HP Technology Services increase the impact of your solution and allow your staff to focus on
tasks that add real value—innovating and responding to the dynamic needs of the business.
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Accelerate time-to-value

Expert Planning,
Design, Training

64%
of the typical organization’s 2013 IT budget will be
spent on the upkeep of existing infrastructure—
leaving only one-third for advancing the business
through IT innovation.2

HP
ConvergedSystems
for Virtualization

Fast Integration
and Installation

ONE-stop,
proactive support

Prevent problems
Resolve issues faster
Update and upgrade easily

Services for every stage of your journey
Expert consulting and quick deployment
Getting the most from your IT systems means getting them up and operational as soon as
possible. HP experts help bring virtualization into your environment by getting the solution
up, running, and integrated into your environment quickly and guiding you through the entire
process.
Consolidation and Virtualization Strategy and Design Services across server, storage, and
networking - help you develop a strategy that matches your business and IT needs, design a
solution, and transition the solution into production.
HP Factory Express services – Delivers turnkey systems that are pre-assembled, preconfigured, and tested to reduce weeks or even months of planning, procurement, and
deployment processes into days. HP and our partners deliver on-site deployment and startup
services for hardware, software, virtualization stack, operating system, and HP Insight Control
Environment. We also offer services for migration and data center integration.
Simplified, proactive support
HP strives to make your system experience as simple and straightforward as possible. That’s
why we provide rapid problem resolution with system-level integrated support, specifically
designed for HP ConvergedSystems for Virtualization. This improves productivity and reduces
incident resolution time as you do not need to struggle to work with multiple vendors or wade
through multiple support contracts to resolve your IT problem
HP Proactive Care is the required minimum support for the system, and provides a single
point of accountability for the support of all components, including third-party software and
operating systems. HP Proactive Care helps you identify and address IT issues before they
cause performance problems. If you do experience any issues, you will be directly connected
to specialists who are trained on all solution components. You also receive automated 24x7
monitoring and case creation with personalized online dashboard. Automation of routine tasks
will allow you to reduce costs and save time spent in troubleshooting. Thus, HP helps already
overburdened IT resources focus on business challenges, not technology support.
HP recommends adding the HP Personalized Support option, which is delivered through a
local Account Support Manager who helps you plan, deliver, and optimize support options
specific to your environment. We also recommend buying HP Proactive Select credits. You
can buy Proactive Select credits today, and choose from around 100 services to consume the
required level of expertise and resources throughout a year. A vast array of services—health
checks, optimization, performance, and security—help you address your skills and staffing
requirements with flexibility.

ESG Research Report, “2013 IT Spending
Intentions Survey,” January 2013
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Why HP?
End-to-end services that increase the impact
of the solution and allow your IT staff to focus on
core tasks
Simplified, proactive support for the entire
system, enabling a total system experience
Proven experience:
• Approximately 2,400 converged infrastructure
experts across the world
• HP Education Services is the largest global
VMware Authorized Training Center (VATC)
with more than 90 training centers in over 30
countries, and the first VATC to train more than
25,000 students

Services to stay updated and upgrade to cloud
HP Services help you with tested, system-level firmware updates and patch management to
keep your IT environment up-to-date. HP Proactive Care provides regular analysis, assessment,
and recommendations for firmware and third-party software updates, while HP Proactive
Select credits help you implement recommended firmware and software updates. With HP, each
update in the solution is completed in the correct order to ensure the overall IT environment
remains unaffected.
You can choose HP Datacenter Care for tailored, end-to-end support for your entire IT
environment, including multi-vendor platforms. This option leverages our integrated
technology, people, processes, and partner ecosystem to help you deploy, operate, and evolve
your IT on the journey to cloud-enabled data centers.
HP Cloud Professional Services help you move from virtualization to cloud. HP Education
Services help you train your staff to support HP ConvergedSystems for Virtualization, and align
your people, processes, and technology while increasing the skills and knowledge of your
workforce.

• HP has 1,200 VMware Certified Professionals –
making HP one of the largest VMware partners

Accelerate innovation

• HP is an official VMware Global System
Integrator and a VMware Premier Enterprise
Partner

HP Technology Services for HP ConvergedSystems for Virtualization help accelerate innovation
by freeing IT from the complexity of technology planning, deployment, and support.

• Thousands of virtualization projects completed
as a VMware Premier Enterprise Partner
• More than 2,500 ServiceOne partners
• Support available:
–– 24x7x365

Get your system up and integrated quickly
• Increase the impact of your solution while lowering project and organizational risks
• Mitigate deployment and start-up risks, and reduce deployment time with a solution built to
your exact specifications, then shipped as a turnkey solution from the HP factory
• Ensure minimal impact on business operations during transition

–– Covering 24 time zones
–– In more than 30 languages
–– HP presence in 170 countries

Simplify IT - prevent problems and speed problem resolution
• Improve productivity and reduce incident resolution time with a single point of accountability
for the entire solution
• Proactive problem prevention and connected products offering analysis, reports, and advice,
resulting in 66 percent less unplanned downtime1
• Achieve annual cost savings – $112,000 USD total cost savings due to increased productivity,
reduction in IT operation cost, and benefit from risk mitigation1
Update and upgrade easily
• Complete updates quickly and accurately with minimal disruption to the IT environment
• Allow IT resources to remain focused on their core tasks and priorities
• Plan your journey to the cloud with confidence

Learn more at
hp.com/go/ciservices

Sign up for updates
hp.com/go/getupdated
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